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PHAN Hon Nhien  
        
The Misery and More 
 
Literary genre is an interesting topic because it touches the core of the 
professional matter when a writer, especially a young one, has to choose his or 
her own style. At the beginning of their career, these writers choose to follow a 
certain kind of genre. Here, I would like to mention the authors’ instability 
when they choose certain types, at least in terms of the interaction between 
authors and readers. 
 
Privacy is Lost 
 
An ideal reader is one who always waits for a new work by his or her favorite 
writer. He or she is always eager for news about the new works as well as about 
the literary genre the writer is devoted to. This reader clearly understands and 
sympathizes with the changes in art as well as content, although such changes 
are more often than not frowned at with disappointment by critics. 
However, the expectations I have just mentioned above are somewhat 
formulaic and are obsolete, especially in the age of the two-dimensional world. 
For a number of authors of the younger generation, those issues are not 
important. What is important is that they can attract a certain group of readers – 
the greater the number, the better. 
Those readers usually interact directly with their favorite writers via 
popular media like electronic forums or emails. As a result, the relationships 
between authors and readers become closer and stronger. The readers’ vague 
preconceptions about writers are replaced with better ones. The public can 
themselves set up the images of their favorite writers without interviews or 
reviews. This means that the influence of the general audience on the authors 
grows stronger and stronger. When readers send praises and great expectations 
to authors, authors are happy and send their gratitude back to readers. 
Yet it is inevitable that when readers recognize their strong influence, 
they will request that writers meet their requirements. They will commision 
what they think is interesting and what will make them excited to read a book 
from beginning to end. It would be fortunate if what readers expected was 
exactly what writers were interested in bringing into their books. However, this 
rarely happens, especially for original writers who try to find and create unique 
things in literary works. And it is inevitable that there is conflict in a writer’s 





On mentioning the writer-reader relationship, I suddenly remember the 
movie called Misery made in the 1990s by director Rob Reiner, adapted from 
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the novel by Stephen King of the same name. Once in a while, I rewatch the 
movie because of the ideas behind the exciting story, as well as the great 
performance by Kathy Bates. Though it is classified as a thriller, I find it a black 
comedy which is directly about the relationship between a writer and his reader. 
Many people must have read or watched Misery, so I’d rather 
summarize it like this: a writer is about to finish his novel. One day, he has an 
accident while driving in the snow and breaks both of his legs. A nurse happens 
to find him and brings him to her home to take care of him.  
Fortunately (or unfortunately), he turns out to be her favorite writer. She 
then reads his uncompleted book and begins to intervene in its contents. She 
asks him to change the plot and the characters of the book as she wishes. 
The writer tries to escape but can’t. He has become the prisoner of the 
psychopathic nurse. The movie is all about the conflict in the writer’s mind and 
his efforts to get away from his keeper. There are thrilling moments. And of 
course the writer is eventually successful! 
When I watched Misery, I laughed a lot because of its often hidden 
humorous points. But then, I was stunned by the metaphor of the story. I raised 
questions for myself: was the writer a strong or weak man? How close should a 
writer-reader relationship develop? Does a writer owe his readers a debt of 
gratitude, but also know how to run away from them? If those questions can be 
answered, it will be much easier to choose whether to write for a work’s sake or 
for the readers. 
 
Experience and Patience 
 
I wouldn’t believe it if a fellow novelist said that attracting readers was his 
priority when he chose writing as his career. Yet I know that, in his career, a 
writer will have to admit that it is an unavoidable task to attract readers. And not 
only readers but also publishers. How to pursue his own path while still 
attracting readers is the writer’s real challenge – and one that requires time and 
experience. “Bodice Rippers, Aliens or High Form?” I don’t think literary work 
is always more valuable than popular work created for entertainment. You have 
the right to choose. What is important is that you, as a writer, must keep 
pursuing the goal you first choose till you can achieve it. Readers will gradually 
recognize your enthusiasm and competence in your books. Writers of different 
genres have different kinds of readers. 
From my experience in learning about my fellow writers, I believe that 
“true literature” is always the goal of young writers who devote themselves to 
their careers. On the road to success, they sometimes will have to pay heavy 
prices, like their book coming out with a small number of copies or a 
publishers’ lack of interest in their manuscripts. 
As far as this is concerned, I can share my experience. When I tried 
new techniques in my new books, I received negative feedback. I lost a lot of 
readers. This was reflected in a small number of print copies and the 
unexpressed disappointment of publishers. I knew this was just a part of my 
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path, and I didn’t hesitate or get disappointed. I knew that on such a bumpy 
road, I wasn’t alone. I had readers who could share my style and supported me. 
I didn’t receive their emails. I didn’t have a chance to meet them in person. But 
I would never run away from those quiet readers. 
 
____ 
